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HUMANIST SOCIETY DISCUSSS SPELLING

The Humanist society met last evening at the home of Professor

Wallier. The paper of the evening was read by Professor Leakie on the subject of "The Problem of Or-
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The battle between Nebraska and Iowa next Saturday promises to be the greatest of the year. Both teams will be at their peak. The Huskers in action. This evening the

The Hawkeyes began the final last was practice last evening in preparation for the Nebraska game

For some years Iowa has been somewhat of a haven for the taxidermy hobbyist. Iowa is sometimes called the "hunting and gathering center of the United States." The collection of birds is considered one of the finest in the nation, and the Iowa Natural History Museum is one of the largest in the world.

The Iowa Natural History Museum is housed in a beautiful building on the campus of the University of Iowa in Iowa City. The museum contains a variety of exhibits, including a large collection of birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and fish. The bird collection is particularly impressive, with over 10,000 specimens on display. The museum is open to the public and is a popular destination for visitors to the area.

One of the most popular exhibits at the museum is the "Living Museum," which features a large collection of live birds that are native to Iowa. Visitors can see these birds up close and learn about their unique characteristics. The museum also offers a variety of educational programs and activities for visitors of all ages, including guided tours, workshops, and hands-on activities. The museum is a great place to learn about the natural history of Iowa and the region. Visitors can also purchase souvenirs and gifts at the museum gift shop.

The museum is open daily from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Entry is $10 for adults and $5 for children. The museum is located at 141 North Gilbert Street in Iowa City. For more information, visitors can call 319-335-3457 or visit the museum's website at www.museum.ui.edu.
COMING AT
Englert Theatre
Tuesday, Nov. 17
Matinee and Night
When Dreams Come True
One Year: New York & Chicago
Remember this Matinee Starts at 2:30 P.M. Main Floor Reserved at 75c and $1.

DATE CHANGED TO
MONDAY, NOV. 23
"Cast Upon The World"
Melodramas Supreme Burlesque
A Play That Intoxicates Greater Than "EASTLYNNE"
Englert Theatre
University Dramatic Club
Seat Sale: Sat. Nov. 21, 9 A.M.
ENTIRE LOWER FLOOR 75 CENTS
BALC NY 50 CENTS
All Seats Reserved
"Specialties Between the Acts"

LADIES EXCLUSIVELY
MADRIGALS
"COME TO MY BEAUTIFUL"
THE LATEST THOUGHT IS STERILIZED AND ANTISEPTIC EQUIPMENT
STAGE MAPPERS AND MAQUILLAGE MANUFACTURERS
ROCHMUR & ROCHMUR
FOCAL AND BODY MASSAGE
BROADWAY MOVEMENT
CARE OF THE HAIR
HUMAN HAIR GOODS
HAIR ORNAMENTS
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.
MURDOCH & JONES
JOHNSON COUNTY BANK BUILDING
JOPP, MO.

PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
BY FLYING SQUADRON

(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Coliva J. Vayhlinger by her distinguished appearance and winsome personality makes a most creditable appeal in her public address. She has been successful, engaged in individual work ever since her graduation from More H. Hill College. Her greatest appeal is to the women of the county and should prove delightful to her audience.
The author, Miss Laura B. Shaw, some of a musical family and has traveled in the large cities of this country and spent the past summer abroad. She joined the Flying Squadron immediately after her return from Europe in September. Her voice as a female speaker of great expressiveness and full, rich beauty.

FOR SALE—Boston Belle Piano
Purchased, B. 1416.

LOST—A Delta Sigma Delta pin
Return to B. W. Homburg.

Good home cooking $4.50 per week. Mrs. Huggins, 421 N. Jefferson.

Phone 843-45.

LOST—Peachstone per, equivalent
with three words. Find possible $781, or leave at the school of music office.

THE POWER

To say good" "Good morning"

CURLEY HERBERTSFIPPEL says that Ames can hold the hokkers for three quarters the chances are that.

The American University will be interested to learn that Mr. HerbertsfippeL and Mr. Pfeiffer have bought the University Telephone company, which has been for the past year controlled by the Burnham brothers.

Mr. HerbertsfippeL and Mr. Pfeiffer are both prominent students in the university, and have taken charge of the business with the idea of giving the best for the money that students can buy. Both men have considerable business experience and they select the grade of the student body, promising that everybody will get a square deal.

The business will be conducted along strictly the same lines that it has in the past. The new firm will sell, rent or exchange all kinds of telephones, and carry a large line of supright supplies and student paper.

AMES ENTERTAINS IOWA
The students of the state college at Ames were hosts at a number of parties given the night of the Iowa-Iowa game. Most of the fraternity entertain in honor of the Iowa fraternity, and a large mixer was held at this week. Friday evening with Iowa men as guests of honor.

FINISHERS GREEK NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the finishing Pan-Hellenic council tonight at the Delta Tau Delta house. Parker McPherson, Pres.

All the news items in footnotes—shows at Stewart's.

ARROW SHIRTS are fast in color and steadfast in service.

$1.50 up.
Clarett, Prudb'y & Co., Inc. Makers.

ENGLISH THEATRE
FEB. 17, 19, MAY 6, SEPT. 5
The Piano Musical Comedy of Youth
"When Dreams Come True"

Book and Lyrics by Philip Barbour
Music by Silvio Heim

6 Month Lyric Theater
New York

6 Month English Theater
Chicago

Company of Fifty Artists
FREDERICK SANTEL
Amsterdam, Holland

War Time Prices—Matinee 50c, Evening 75c, $1.50

Mail orders now being filled, as advertised by check or money order.

Sold Seat Monday, Nov. 10, 10 A.M.

WAU—BY A handsome man a beautiful blonde student girl to take to the Supperette Cotillion, December 4. Applicants apply at lower entrance at 8:30. A building at 7:45.

FOUND—A wise old dog near our Natural Science Hall. Owner call at the lower office.
LITERARY SOCIETIES PLEDGE NEW MEMBERS

Large number of students are New Pledged—Initiation Date is Not Announced

The literary societies of the university are now actively engaged in their work of the academic year. During the past week, the various societies have each pledged a number of new members. Dates of initiation have not yet been announced. Following are the pledges of the respective societies:

Irving—

The Philomathian society was able to give a complete list of their new members for this year. However the following names were handed in: Austin, Burns, Curley, Herrick, Lubin.


White—Grace Findleber, E. Williams, Newton Ham, Manly Jones, Ward, Carrie King, Era Cutter, Beul Turner, Myrtle Wood.


Get your gym shoes at Stewart's.

THE CAFETERIA

218 E. COLLEGE ST.
We Serve a Popular Sunday Dinner
TRY IT!

KEVIN BIRD BRED IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

(Continued from Page One)

This marks the passing of the last survivor of a species and their preservation.

The National association realizing the widespread interest in the do- plorable incident announced that it would give anyone on request five Col. John No. 6, with the portrait of the pigeon in colors. The response was instantaneous and from all over the country, so that about 3,250 copies were sent out, many of them to persons of great influence and of social prominence. This is an admirable indication of the widely diffused and highly intelligent interest in birds of the world.

HAWKESWAY OUTFLAP

HEAVY AMES ELEVEN

(Continued from Page One)

Hawkeyes called the ball over for their second count. Then the second count to rest and did again score until the last period. Once or twice in the third quarter a new formation was sprung with success, but Iowa immediately returned to straight football. When the Hawkeyes opened up Ames was startled at sea. Both teams played old style stand- ing football to a large extent, but Hawley's steam combined tripk plays with a powerful attack and gradually wore down the heavy Ames eleven.

In the last quarter the Cyclone line weakened perceptually by continuous battering and Iowa's last two touchdowns were the result of sweeping runs and terrible line rushes, which took the Ames forward well off its feet. The Hawkeyes ran their plays off with precision and snap. In the great half, however, neither team was able to gain consistently through the lines and resisted to pushing through.

Gronnors and Good Star

The Ames adherents are still talking about Sammy Gross and the chances are that the deed of the star little Iowa quarter will furnish Iowa with its best athlete until the coming winter. Time and again Gross tore loose for ten, twenty and thirty yard runs. When he took the ball Ames roosted his length and burst a sigh of relief when he was brought down. The Cretons seemed unable to stop him. He shook off four and five tacklers at a time and finally tacked, would crawl on another yard or so. He established his reputation Saturday as the greatest open field runner the west has seen since the days of Walter Ebersoll and old stars at the game stated that he had never seen his equal.

Captain Gummbron playing his last contest against Ames, put up the greatest game of his career. The Saturday was noticed only as that of Gross and the Hawkeyes bashed a game that should have al- most making him all big and danderen was in every play break- through repeatedly and thrashing the Ames fieldmen for telling loose. On the offensive he was also a tower of strength and opened great gaps in the Cyclone line. In addition he broke up most of the Ames passes. Garrrean, and Dany for others who starred for Iowa.

Two Week Spots

The Saturday contest showed up two great weaknesses of the Iowa eleven. The line most strength and the men must improve in tack- ling. In the early minutes of the game the Iowa line did not hold. While throughout the contest the Hawkeyes failed to get men, whom they should have brought down with ease. On the other hand Hawley had succeeded in building up a great in- terference for his backs and the off- fensive and defensive work was brilliant. The Hawkeyes especially devoted to advantage in breaking up Ames forward passes.

The Iowa roosters carried the team of the field off the after the whistle blew for the final quarter and jubilations ran high. The Ames roosters did a fine sprint. Between halves both hands passed the field and the Iowa roosters showed the Ames students how to put on a real real show.

ON THE AMES BAND STAND

Mabel Withers, with "When Dreams Come True".

You can buy a Hart Schaffner & Marx full dress suit for $35

MANY men—young men especially—go without full dress clothes because they think they cannot afford them.

Hart Schaffner & Marx have just produced a new full dress suit to sell at $35, a suit you may be proud to wear; made by highly skilled craftsmen

DESCRIPTION

Fabric — Fine black dress cloth, all wool.
Lining — Silk lined and faced with excellent quality of silk.
Tailoring — Hand sewn with dress by the most expert workmen.
Designing—Latest model produced by greatest designers.
Trousers—Silk braid on outside seams.

We are prepared to supply you with this unusual value, and we guarantee correct fit.

COAST & SONS
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First annual ball opera is made at the members which will be November 24 is a huge success.

The Young claret of the best place in cagamptents is made of the Gree- ners, but two hundred faced in the first ticket will be for the most successful, as played by an.

Dana C. W. at the milk of aged in the master for the time will be given by of the school, the line in which is to be taken in a phi-

Unifying a heretofore not land, and it is on the stage of the Tuesday next. The train the class should be a big event to charge of the the last two
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The chimney young that is destined to become the the line of the future.
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